Abstract-Time-of-flight methods allow quantitative measurement of shear wave speed (SWS) from ultrasonically tracked displacements following impulsive excitation in tissue. However, application of these methods to in vivo data are challenging because of the presence of gross outlier data resulting from sources such as physiological motion or spatial inhomogeneities. This paper describes a new method for estimating SWS by considering a solution space of trajectories and evaluating each trajectory using a metric that characterizes wave motion along the entire trajectory. The metric used here is found by summing displacement data along the trajectory as in the calculation of projection data in the Radon transformation. The algorithm is evaluated using data acquired in calibrated phantoms and in vivo human liver. Results are compared with SWS estimates using a random sample consensus (RANSAC) algorithm described by Wang et al. Good agreement is found between the Radon sum and RANSAC SWS estimates with a correlation coefficient of greater than 0.99 for phantom data and 0.91 for in vivo liver data. The Radon sum transformation is suitable for use in situations requiring real-time feedback and is comparably robust to the RANSAC algorithm with respect to outlier data.
I. Introduction T issue stiffness is often related to underlying pathology. For example, palpation alone is effective in detecting a variety of illnesses, including lesions, aneurysms, and inflammation. In some ailments, such as liver fibrosis, disease progression may be marked by a gradual change in tissue stiffness, leading to a spectrum of changes in material properties. The ability to non-invasively quantify tissue stiffness in vivo may be useful in the staging and management of such diseases.
recently, several imaging methods have been developed for quantifying tissue stiffness in vivo using shear waves. These systems generate shear waves in tissue using either external mechanical excitation coupled to the body wall [1] [2] [3] or acoustic radiation force to remotely palpate tissue at the focal region of the acoustic beam [4] [5] [6] [7] . The propagation of these shear waves is monitored in space and time by a real-time imaging modality such as magnetic resonance imaging or ultrasound. The speed of shear wave propagation can then be related to the underlying tissue stiffness.
a fundamental challenge in quantifying tissue stiffness using shear waves is the estimation of shear wave speed (sWs) from dynamic displacement data. one method of sWs estimation is the so-called time-of-flight (ToF) approach. In this approach, a feature such as the maximum displacement or leading edge of the shear wave is identified in displacement versus time curves at fixed lateral positions, and the sWs is calculated by assuming a linear relation between the feature arrival time and the position. This method has been successfully used on ultrasound-tracked shear wave displacement data by multiple groups [2] , [8] [9] [10] .
although ToF sWs estimation has been validated on simulation and phantom data [9] , its use in in vivo patient data presents additional challenges. Physiological motion, low displacement snr, and spatial inhomogeneities in tissue can corrupt estimates of shear wave arrival times. These problems lead to gross outlier data which can skew the sWs estimate and can render good data inadmissible by lowering goodness-of-fit metrics. approaches currently used by ToF algorithms to deal with noisy data include smoothing by averaging sWs reconstructions over multiple locations, employing goodness-of-fit criteria to remove unreliable linear regression results, and iteratively removing data with the largest residual after least squares fitting.
recently, Wang et al. [11] have applied the random sample consensus (ransac) algorithm [12] to the problem of ToF sWs estimation from ultrasound-tracked shear wave displacements induced by acoustic radiation force. In this approach, a trial solution is found by randomly selecting a minimal set of data points required to calculate the sWs, and then enlarging this set by including all other data consistent with the initial estimate. The optimal sWs estimate is found by using many trial solutions and selecting the solution with the greatest number of consistent data. Thus, in the ransac fitting paradigm, gross outlier data are likely to be excluded from the largest consistent solution and do not influence the sWs estimation.
although ransac has proven to be very robust in the presence of gross outlier data, two issues limit its usefulness for the problem of sWs estimation. First, ransac requires a large number of trial solutions to give a high probability of finding the optimal solution. Wang et al. [11] used 5000 trial solutions and estimated the probability of selecting at least one trial solution that was free of outlier points to be greater than 0.99. This processing required 186 s of cPU time for each patient liver acquisition. Thus, in its current implementation, ransac is not suitable for applications where real-time feedback is required.
second, the ransac algorithm depends critically on a threshold parameter used to distinguish between inlier and outlier data, and this parameter must be determined before processing the entire data set. Wang et al. [11] addressed this issue by processing their in vivo liver data twice, once to estimate an appropriate threshold, and then a second time to determine the speeds. Thus, the need to determine the threshold adds an extra step of complexity and extra processing time to the sWs estimation.
In this paper, we describe a new method for ToF sWs estimation that is also applicable for cases with gross outlier data. The unique approach used in this method is to consider a solution space of possible shear wave trajectories and to evaluate each trajectory by computing a metric which characterizes shear wave motion along the entire trajectory. The metric used here is found by summing displacement data along each trajectory in space and time. These sums are equivalent to the calculation of projection data in the radon transformation of an image, and we refer to our approach as a radon sum transformation.
The radon transformation has been used previously in a wide variety of motion related applications including blood flow [13] , seismic activity [14] , oceanic rossby waves [15] , ionization waves [16] , and motion detection [17] .
In this paper, the radon sum transformation is described and used to estimate sWs for the case of calibrated phantom data, and in vivo liver data. These results are evaluated by comparison to gold standard, which is assumed here to be the ransac sWs estimation.
II. radon sum Transformation for sWs Estimation
For shear wave motion following impulsive excitation, displacement data d(x, t) are tabulated as a function of lateral position x and time t. Fig. 1(a) shows an example of displacement versus time curves at fixed lateral positions for data acquired in a homogeneous elastography phantom (computerized Imaging reference systems, Inc., norfolk, Va). Fig. 1(b) shows the same data displayed as a two dimensional image. both figures show obvious wave motion with the peak displacement moving toward greater lateral position at later time.
The radon sum transformation described here takes advantage of the correlation between position and time for the displacement data such as shown in Fig. 1(b) . To identify the trajectory which best characterizes the wave motion, we consider a solution space of linear trajectories extending from a starting position (x start , t start ) to an ending position (x end , t end ). For these trajectories, the position and time are related as
where the speed c associated with each trajectory is given by
only trajectories with x end > x start and t end > t start are considered, corresponding to shear wave propagation away from the excitation region. as suggested by Fig. 1(b) , wave motion is characterized by the trajectory of the peak displacement. Thus, we can compute a metric that characterizes the wave motion along each trajectory by summing the displacement data along the trajectory in the same way that projection data are calculated in the radon transformation of an image. Using a fixed lateral range [x start , x end ], the radon sums S(t start , t end ) for each trajectory in the solution space are calculated as
where, for each position x in the sum, the time t is calculated using (1). Fig. 2 shows the radon sum image S(t start , t end ) for the displacement data shown in Fig. 1(b) . The optimal trajectory is identified by the peak radon sum, which is indicated by the white dot in Fig. 2 . The trajectory corresponding to this peak sum is indicated by the white line in Fig. 1(b) . like the ransac algorithm, sWs estimation using the radon sum transformation is not sensitive to gross outlier data because only the radon sums are used to compare trajectories. an outlier displacement estimate at one position and time will contribute only to the radon sums through that point, and will not affect sums for trajectories near the optimal trajectory. Furthermore, outlier displacement data can give local maxima in displacement versus time curves at individual lateral positions. However, these local maxima are not correlated across lateral positions and do not contribute to a peak in the radon sum image that rivals the peak identifying the optimal trajectory.
III. methods

A. Data Acquisition
Experimental shear wave data were acquired using a modified sonolInE antares ultrasound system (siemens Healthcare, mountain View, ca) using a cH4-1 curvilinear transducer. a detailed description of the acquisition sequence is given in Wang et al. [11] . briefly, the sequence consisted of three reference a-lines, followed by a high-intensity pushing line focused at a depth of 49 mm to mechanically excite the tissue, and then by 80 repeated tracking a-lines. 4:1 parallel receive [18] was implemented so that 4 tracking locations could be monitored for each push. This sequence was repeated 9 times using the same push location, but displaced track locations so that tissue motion was tracked at 36 lateral positions ranging from 0 to 21.4 mm from the push location. The pulse repetition frequency (PrF) of the reference and tracking a-lines was 4.8 kHz, providing 16.4 ms of post-push data at each tracking location. data were acquired from two sources. First, data were acquired on a set of six homogeneous elastic phantoms (computerized Imaging reference systems, Inc.). The young's moduli E for these phantoms were measured by the manufacturer using an indenter system and are listed in Table I . With the assumption of a linear, isotropic, incompressible material with density ρ, the shear wave speed is given by
The speeds calculated using (4) for the six phantoms are also listed in Table I where the density has been assumed to equal the density of water. second, in vivo shear wave data were acquired from the livers of 123 patients before undergoing liver biopsy at duke University medical center in an Irb approved study (#9328-06-12). all subjects were informed of the nature and aims of this study and signed a consent form. Imaging was performed during breathholds with the probe in either an intercostal or subcostal location. The number of independent shear wave acquisitions in each patient ranged from 6 to 12.
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Fig. 2. radon sum transformation obtained using (3) for the displacement data displayed in Fig. 1 . The white dot indicates the position of the peak radon sum and corresponds to the optimal trajectory displayed by the white line in Fig. 1(b) . 
B. Preliminary Data Processing
all data processing, including the ransac and radon transform sWs calculations were performed in the maTlab (The mathWorks, natick, ma) environment on a linux cluster with an average cPU speed of 2.6 GHz. To ensure a valid comparison of ransac and radon sum speeds, the same preliminary data processing steps described in this subsection were used for both calculations.
Tissue displacements caused by acoustic radiation force along each a-line were calculated by comparing prepush reference and post-push tracking data using loupas' method on Iq data [19] . a threshold value of 0.95 for the magnitude of the complex correlation coefficient was used to remove poor displacement estimates. a quadratic motion filter [20] was used to reduce the effect of physiological motion. This filter fits a quadratic function to the displacement at time-steps when the tissue is not perturbed by the shear wave to estimate underlying tissue motion. The time-steps used for fitting were the three pre-push references, and post-push tracks at times greater than 9 ms after the peak displacement when motion caused by the shear wave is assumed to be negligible. displacement data determined using the radial tracking lines were scanconverted onto a rectilinear grid with a spacing of 0.1 mm (lateral) × 0.02 mm (axial). a low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 1 kHz was used to remove high-frequency jitter from the temporal displacement profiles. Finally, these profiles were upsampled to an effective PrF of 100 kHz to increase the temporal resolution. displacement data within the lateral excitation beamwidth were not used to avoid diffraction effects within this region. The excitation beamwidth is approximated by Fλ = 1.4 mm, where F = 2 is the excitation beam fnumber (i.e., F = z/D, where z is the focal depth and D is the aperture width), and λ = 0.7 mm is the excitation wavelength. shear wave analysis was also restricted to an axial depth of field (doF) defined by 8F 2 λ = 22 mm centered around the focal depth of the excitation beam [9] , where the direction of shear wave propagation is assumed to be parallel to the lateral dimension. The 2-dimensional region-of-interest (roI) used for sWs estimation is shown on the b-mode image in Fig. 3 .
C. RANSAC SWS Estimation
sWs calculations using the ransac algorithm are described in detail by Wang et al. [11] . briefly, these calculations used the time-to-peak (TTP) approach described by Palmeri et al. [9] to identify the peak displacement times in displacement versus time curves at fixed lateral positions. TTP values were tabulated for all depths within the doF and at all lateral positions outside the excitation beamwidth up to a maximum position which was determined individually for each data set as the position where the peak displacement fell below a threshold of 1 μm. Planes were fit to the 3-dimensional (depth × lateral position × time) data sets to determine the sWs. by fitting a plane, the ransac fitting algorithm determined the sWs and, in addition, the depth dependence of the sWs. Wang et al. [11] did not find this depth dependence to be useful in their analysis, and neglected it when reporting the sWs.
D. SWS Estimation Using the Radon Sum Transformation
after preliminary data processing, 3-dimensional data sets were averaged over the doF to give a 2-dimensional displacement image like that shown in Fig. 1(b) . Using (3), radon sums were calculated for all (t start , t end ) combinations with t end > t start . The value of x start was set equal to the excitation beamwidth of 1.4 mm. The value of x end was chosen as a compromise between two factors. a large value of x end allows the most complete use of the measured data. However, the radon sum approach requires the shear wave to propagate through the full lateral range included in the summation, which effectively results in a mimimum detectable shear wave speed. Therefore, because the tracking time was limited to 16.4 ms, x end = 15 mm was chosen to use a large fraction of the available range, while resulting in a mimimum detectable speed of Fig. 3 .
When calculating the sum in (3), steps in the lateral position x were chosen to coincide with the positions of the displacement data which, after scan conversion, were tabulated with a lateral spacing of 0.1 mm. Thus, for the 1.4 mm to 15 mm lateral range, 137 terms were included in the sum for each trajectory, and no normalization was required to account for trajectories with different speeds. For each position x in the sum, the required time t was found using (1), and the displacement d(x, t) was found by linear interpolation within the displacement versus time curve at that position.
The optimal trajectory was obtained from the coordinates of the global maximum in the radon sum image, and the sWs was calculated from these coordinates using (2).
IV. results
A. Phantom Data
Twelve acquisitions were made in each of the cIrs phantoms. The transducer was repositioned between acquisitions to ensure independent measurements. Fig. 1 shows displacement data from one acquisition in the E = 5.2 kPa cIrs phantom, and the corresponding radon sum image is shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 4 compares the speeds measured in the six cIrs phantoms using the radon sum transformation and the ransac algorithm. The dashed line in Fig. 4 represents equality between the two speed estimations. Each point has horizontal and vertical error bars indicating the standard deviation of the 12 measurements. However, the error bars are smaller than the size of the symbols for all cases except the two phantoms with the greatest speed. There is good agreement between the radon sum and ransac speed estimates with a correlation coefficient between the two measurements greater than 0.99. The scale factor α = c radon sum /c ransac averaged over all of the phantom measurements is α = 0.975 ± 0.028. Table I compares the measured sWs with the theoretical speeds calculated using (4) and the values of young's moduli supplied by the phantom manufacturer. although the radon sum and ransac sWs estimates are in good agreement, these values are systematically greater than the theoretical values by an average of 18%.
B. Patient Data
as described by Wang et al. [11] , a total of 1222 shear wave acquisitions were performed on 123 patients. of these, 787 acquisitions gave valid ransac sWs estimates corresponding to physically realistic shear wave speeds (0 < c < 5.8 m/s). This number was further reduced to 605 acquisitions by manually rejecting acquisitions where visual inspection did not indicate shear wave propagation in the roI. For these 605 ransac sWs estimations, the radon sum transformation gave 561 cases with a sWs within the physically realistic limit. Fig. 5(a) shows an example of tissue displacement versus time profiles at five lateral positions for data acquired in in vivo human liver. Fig. 5(b) shows the same displacement data displayed as a two-dimensional image. both figures show obvious wave motion with the peak displacement moving toward greater lateral position at later time. Fig. 6 displays the radon sum transformation for the same acquisition. The peak radon sum is indicated by the white dot in Fig. 6 , and the trajectory corresponding to this peak sum is indicated by the white line in Fig. 5(b) . This line extends over the lateral range 1.4 mm ≤ x ≤ 15 mm used in the calculation of the radon sums. Fig. 7 shows a scatter plot comparison of the 561 sWs estimates determined by the radon sum transformation and the ransac algorithm. In the figure, the diagonal dashed line indicates equality, and it is seen that there is generally good agreement, with a correlation coefficient of 0.91, between the two estimates. The mean difference 〈c radon sum − c ransac 〉 between the two estimates is −0.05 m/s, and the rms difference is 0.22 m/s. The scale factor α = c radon sum /c ransac averaged over the 561 sWs estimates is α = 0.967 ± 0.115.
V. discussion a motivating factor for the development of the radon sum sWs algorithm described in this paper is the desire for real-time feedback during data acquisition. as described by Wang et al. [11] , the currently implemented ransac algorithm requires 186 s for each sWs estimation and is not suitable for real-time use. as currently implemented using the same pre-processing steps used for the ransac estimation, the radon sum sWs estimation requires 19 s. However, this execution time is much greater than needed because, in the ransac algorithm, displacement data are upsampled to a frequency of 100 kHz to increase the temporal resolution of the peak displacement times. For the radon sum estimation, this large upsampling is not needed because larger timesteps at the endpoints of a trajectory give relatively small differences in the sWs. In fact, rerunning the sWs estimations for the cIrs phantoms using a range of upsample frequencies gives virtually no change in sWs. For example, an upsample frequency of 10 kHz gives less than a 0.8% difference in the speeds compared with the results presented in section IV. Furthermore, decreasing the upsample frequency greatly decreases the execution time because the number of radon sums evaluated depends quadratically on the number of t start and t end time points. Thus, with the decrease to 10 kHz upsample frequency, the radon sum sWs estima- These data have been averaged over the doF after preliminary data processing which included the motion filter, low-pass filter, and upsampling. (b) displacment data from the same acquisition displayed as a two-dimensional image in position and time. The white line indicates the optimal shear wave trajectory with c = 3.27 m/s identified by the peak radon sum in Fig. 6 . The lateral extent of this trajectory corresponds to the range 1.4 mm ≤ x ≤ 15 mm used in the calculation of the radon sums. Fig. 6 . radon sum transformation for the displacement data displayed in Fig. 5 . The white dot indicates the position of the peak radon sum and corresponds to the optimal trajectory displayed by the white line in Fig. 5(b) . tion is obtained with less than 1 s execution time and is suitable for real-time feedback during data acquistion. comparison of sWs estimates shown in Fig. 4 indicates that the radon sum sWs estimates are somewhat less than the ransac sWs estimate for the stiffest phantoms. also, Fig. 7 indicates that the radon sum sWs estimates are, on average, less than the ransac sWs estimates for the liver data at lower speeds. although these differences are small, it would be helpful to understand the discrepancy. one possibility is suggested by the shape of the displacement versus time plots in Fig. 1(a) . These curves indicate that the effect of the motion filter is to force the displacements toward zero at later times, causing the position of the maximum peak be shifted toward earlier times, thus giving increased sWs estimates. This effect is particularly significant for low speeds and large lateral ranges where the peak displacements occur near the maximum time. The magnitude of this effect will be different for radon sum and ransac sWs estimates because the radon sum uses a fixed lateral range (15 mm), whereas the lateral range used for the ransac calculation varies depending on the magnitude of the displacement and the lateral position at which it falls below the 1 μm threshold (see section III-c). Thus, depending on the specific displacement amplitudes and reconstructed speeds for each acquisition, artifacts introduced by the motion filter would influence the radon sum and ransac sWs estimates differently, and could explain the small discrepancies seen in Figs. 4 and 7 .
an unanticipated result is seen in the comparison of measured and theoretical shear wave speeds for the calibrated cIrs phantoms. although the radon sum and ransac sWs estimates presented here are in good agreement, these results are systematically greater than the theoretical speeds by an average of 18%. However, results obtained using a different imaging protocol with a VF7-3 transducer give radon sum sWs estimates that agree with ransac estimates to within an average of 4% and also agree with the theoretical speeds to within an average of 2%. There are two key differences between the two protocols. First, a lateral range of 6 mm was used with the VF7-3 protocol, and as discussed in the preceeding paragraph, this smaller range reduces the possibility that the motion filter would introduce shifts in the peak times, giving increased speeds. second, the VF7-3 protocol used a focal depth of 20 mm compared with the 49 mm focal depth for the cH4-1 protocol used here, and thus, the two protocols probe different physical regions within the phantom. The phantom manufacturer did not provide a measure of uncertainty for the values or uniformity of young's moduli throughout the phantoms, and the disagreement of the calculated and measured speeds in the phantoms could be due to lack of material homogeneity (i.e., depth-dependent increase in sWs) within the phantom.
It is possible to estimate the uncertainty in sWs using the radon sum approach. rather than averaging over the doF to obtain one displacement image as described in section III-d, the doF can be divided into subsets, and sWs estimations performed on each subset. For the phantom data, we have found that dividing the doF into 10 subsets with individual depths randomly assigned to each subset gives 10 sWs estimates with mean and standard deviation similar to those listed in Table I . of course, this procedure lengthens the calculation time by the number of subsets.
a strength of the radon sum algorithm presented here is that it does not rely on the determination of adjustable parameters such as the inclusion threshold in the ransac method [11] or acceptance criteria used in the lateral TTP method [9] . The only adjustable parameter used in the radon sum method is the maximum lateral range in (3) , and this parameter can be determined a priori based on the range of acquired data, tracking time in the imaging protocol, and the minimum value of sWs to be measured. a limitation of the radon sum method, which is common to all ToF-based methods, is the assumption that tissue behaves as a linear elastic material. However, the liver is known to exhibit viscoelastic (VE) behavior [1] , [21] [22] [23] , and the sWs is a function of frequency. Therefore, the broadband shear wave excited in the current studies will experience shifts in the relative phases of its constituent frequency components, and the morphology of the shear wave will change as it propagates. The measured speed of the peak displacement used here effectively represents a bulk speed which lies between the speeds of the fastest and slowest frequency components of the shear wave. To capture the full VE behavior, higher-order characteristics of the shear wave, in addition to the trajectory of the peak displacement, would have to be analyzed.
another limitation of the radon sum sWs method presented here is its spatial resolution. In the current implementation, the propagation is assumed to be homogeneous, and one sWs is calculated for the entire roI. If the medium is not homogeneous, it would be possible to determine speeds in sub-regions of the roI simply by averaging over smaller axial ranges and calculating the radon sum over different lateral ranges in (3). of course, it would be expected that reducing the axial or lateral ranges would increase the jitter in sWs estimations. This tradeoff between spatial resolution and accuracy of sWs estimations is currently under investigation.
VI. conclusion
This paper describes a radon sum transformation suitable for robust sWs estimation from ultrasonically tracked shear wave displacements. like the ransac algorithm described by Wang et al. [11] , the radon sum transformation can estimate sWs in cases where displacement data are contaminated by gross outlier data. Good agreement is found for radon sum and ransac sWs estimates for data acquired in calibrated phantoms and in vivo human liver. To ensure a fair comparison, the same preliminary data processing was used in this study for the radon sum and ransac calculations. as implemented herein for comparison purposes, the upsampling was larger than necessary, which increased the processing time. With minor adjustments to the currently implemented algorithm, the radon sum transformation is suitable for use in situations requiring real-time feedback, and is comparably robust to the ransac algorithm with respect to outlier data.
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